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An ‘incidence matrix’ is one consisting of OS and 1s only. Ilf $ < LX d 1, an n x n incidence matrix 
is called u-abundant if at least ccn’ of its elements are OS or at least an’ elements are 1s. We 
estimate the size of the largest a-abundant submatrtx which an n x n incidence matrix is hound 
to contain. 
Our theme is that of the earlier paper [lJ with the same title: if A4 is a class of 
matrices and M* is a subclass of M, then, given an arbitrary matrix in M, how large 
a submatrix of class M* must it contain? In one of the problems of [ 11, M is the 
class M’ of matrices whose elements have at most I different values, and M * = M’. 
where 0 < s < r. Then x*.$ (n) is defined as the largest integer k such that every 
n x n matrix of class M’ contains a k x k submatrix of class M’ ; and it was shown 
that, if E >O, the inequalities 
hold for all sufficiently large values of n. 
We now take M to be the class MZ of incidence matrices, whose elements may be 
assumed to be all OS and 1s. When 4 < a d 1, an n x n incidence malnx is called 
a-aburdant if at least an” of its elements are 0s or at ieast an’ elements are 1s; and 
M*= M*(cY) is the class of a-abundant matrice-. c Given the positive integer n and 
the real number a E (8.11, we define & (n) to be the largest integer k with the 
property that every R x n incidence matrix contains an a-abundant k X k 
submatrix. 
A l-abundant matrix has all its etements idearical. So 4,(n) is the function 
x2.,(n) of [I] whose asymptotic beilaviour is iijparent from (1). In this note OUT 
object is to prove the analogous (but techr:: _ liy harder) estimates 
, for the case g< a < 1. Ir witi be noticea that the left and right sides of (1, j, wiFh 
P =2, s - 1, are the limits, as a 41 - of t5e corresponding sides of (2j. 
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Several lemmas are, for convenience, separated from the main argument. ‘l’hc 
first is similar to lemma 3 in [l], but is cast in a more widely appilicable form. 
Lemma 1. Let A = (a,,) be WI tpt x n marrix in euch of whose! rows dwe are cm&n 
S&OWS of cardinal k which we call distinguished. Suppse that fhcr& dzre Q$ bust r, 
distinguished subrows in the rth row (i = 1,. . ., m ). Them A contains an h X k 
submatrix in which each row is distinguished if 
rl + . ..+r.dh * ( > k ’ (3) 
Proof. Put (;) = 4. Enumerate the 4 sets of k elements from {1,2, I. .) n} as 
n,. WC call pf a distinguished position for the ith row if, when ql = 
;::::::i,j and j,C-cjto (a ,,,, . . ,, adi,) is a distinguished subrow. Thus the 
number s, of distinguished positions for the ith row is not less than ri. 
For I= I , . . ., q, denote by I! the number of rows which have nr as a distinguished 
position. Then 
Hr:ncc, if (3) is satisfied, 
11 + l . - -t rr, a hy 
and so tfxm tkts I such that I, ah. Suppose that the rows ir,. . ., ih have 
rr - cj,. . . ..jk} r’j,<- < jk ) as a distinguished position. Then 
((lr,~,),~;r”h.l*-~~k 
is an h x k submatrix of the: desired form. 
Prd. We have 
(4) 
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En the next lemma, and subsequently, WC use the symbol [x 1 to denote the least 
integer greater than or equal to the real number’ x. 
vui!ues of p, 
Pro& Let ~3 be such that ,i3p = f cvp 1. Then ap 6 /3p --L ap + 1, ix. a 6 p < 
01 e I/p, so that 0~ fi c 1 if p 3 I/(1 .-a). 
By Stirling’s formula f (x + 1) -‘- (2:~x)~u ‘x’ (x -+ x), 
as p + 2, provided that /3 -C i. We hwe 
(7) 
4s 1 - p 6 I- a < 1 - p -t l/p, we can replace a hy 1 - j3 and fi by I- Q in (7) to 
obtain 
The inequaiities (7) and (8) now show that, shun p < I, the right hand side of (,h) 
lies between 
1-a 1 1 3 1 1 --T-{2n@(I and __ --- -” p)p)JAF 
a {2P/3(1 -mP’ 
Since: /3 -+ a as p -+ m, the statement of the lemma foilaws from these bounds and 
from (6). 
We wirn now prove our main result. 
and, given E:‘ > 0, there exists on integer nl(F ) such that 
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Proof, (i) We first prove the inequality (9); tc do so we use (as in [ll) a counting 
argument introduced and popularized by Erdiis. 
Denote by I(n) the set of IO x n incider.ce matrices, and, when k c n, let I, (n, k) 
be the subset of I(n) consisting of thozc n x n incidence matrices which contain an 
a-abundant Ic x k submatrix. As usual, 1 I/ stands for the cardinal of a set 1. 
In a k x k matrix there are t$) ways of choosing m places. Hence the nu,mber of 
k x k incidence matrices with at least ICY& ‘1 zeros is 
and there is the same number t,f incidence matrices in which at least fak’j places 
are occupied by Is. There are I;lot more than f k * terms in (II) and the first term is 
clearly the largest one. Therefore the number a- (k) of e-abundant k x k matrices 
satisfies the inequality 
To construct a matrix in 1, (PI, k) we begin by selecting the position for an 
a-abundant k x k submatrix. This we can do in (;I)” ways. When one of the a, (k) 
a-abundant k x k matrices has been fitted in its chosen place, each of the 
remaining n2 - k ’ elements may be assigned the value 0 or 1. There are therefore 
2 “’ ” ways of completing the matrix. Thus 
the inequality sign is necessary since a particular member of I, (n, k) may arise from 
several different combinations of choices. 
Now take k = 4a (n). Then I, (n, k) = I(n) and, since 1 I(n)/ = 2”“, we have 
2”‘s~ k” za&)2”‘-k’. ( > 
From (12) and the estimate (p”) c n’lk it follows that 
kZ ,;k22, +2”‘. ( ) 
Afro, by Lemma 3, if A = aa (1 - a)lbp and k is sufficiently large, 
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This relation has been proved for values of k = +, (n) greater than sornc number 
depending only on 1~. But if & (n) were bounded, (13) would certainly hold for al11 
sufficiently large n. Hence (9) is true. 
(ii) The proof of (10) is divided into three sections. 
(a) The function X* (1 - x)“-’ has a minimum equal to ! at the point 4. Hence, if 
we again put h = crp (1 - a)‘-‘“, then f < A < 1. Assuming that F < 1 we define the 
positive number S by 
fi = (2h ).MS-.e) - 1. (14) 
Also x” (1 - x)‘--~ increases for 0 < x < a and takes the value 4 when x = i. We may 
therefore choose the real number c in the interval (0,;) so that c” (1 - c)’ .o = 
i/(2 “I- 6). 
(b) In this section we prove that, if the integer k is sufficiently iarge and if 
n = [(2#+)2k’(2-‘7, (1% 
then every M x n incidence matrix contains an a-abundant k x k submatrix. 
Let A be an n x n incidence matrix. We may assume that A contains at least 4 n2 
zeros. By Lemma 2 of [I], there are at least (4 - c)/{l - c)n rows each of which 
contains at least cn zeros. So A contains an [(f - c)/(l - c)n 1 X n submatrix B 
each of whose rows contains at least cn zeros. In any row of B that contains more 
than [cn 1 zeros we replace the excess OS by 1s. The resulting f(j - c)/( 1 - c)n 1 X II 
matrix C is such that each of its rows contains precisely [cn 1 zeros. 
We take k sufficiently large for the inequality (‘Lh)“(‘-” ) k/c to hold. This 
ensures that, when n is given by (15), en > k. In each row of C the number r of 
subrows of length k with at least [ak 1 zeros is then 
if k and therefore n is sufRcien@ large, then successive application of the two parts 
of Lemma 2 shows that 
Thus’ 
r>&j(&~, C~eyf-C)k-~**~ 
> 
(17) 
‘lhe, step from (16) to (1”: is fess crude than it looks at first sight: it can. be shown that the sum of the 
terms amittcd is less than @r + 2)1(2a - 1) time5 the remaining term. 
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It now follows from Lemma 3 that, if k is large enough, 
Ln’ 
r’k!kgAk(2+S)k’ 
where 
L 
c I-* 1’2 
s_- --- ( > 16 2aa . 
Hence, by Lemma 1, C contains an a-abundant k x k submatrix (in which each 
row contains at least [crkl zeros) if 
L?l' 
-->k k!k+@’ 
But if C has an a-abundant k x k submatrix, then clearly so has A. By (18) there is 
such a submatrix if 
Ln” kn’ 
‘I;-3A” (Z-4. &)& q-f-3 
or 
n 2 MktAk(2+ li)*, (19) 
where 
1-c 
IL4 = (1: c)l.” 
When k is sufficiently large, (19) is satisfied if n 3 @A (I+ a)}“. In view of (14) it 
finally follows that, to secure for the n x n matrix A an cw-abtindant k x k 
submatrix, we need only give n the value (15), provided that k is sufRciently large. 
(c) Given the positive integer n, choose the integer k so that 
[(,#‘/(Z- “1 c n < [(2A)Yk+W(Wl. 
When k (or n) isdufficiently large we then have & (M) a k. But again, for large 
enough k (or n ), 
n < (2A)(=+%!(2.@)+ 1 <(2j,)‘2k+3V”-@)< (2A)k”“““; 
and this proves (10). 
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